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Shalom laYehudim, Shalom laBnai Noach, Shalom laGoyim. It is the evening of the 6th day, yud 

bekhodesh Mar Kheshvan, Parashas Lech Lecha, taf-shin-peh, 5780, the evening of the 5th 
day, Thursday, 7 November, 2019, webcasting from invisible Israel, invisible to 
Internazional anti-Judenthum. 

HaShem says, in the world’s not only No. 1 bestseller in history, clearly the most 
powerful book ever written… no other book comes close by creating so much world 
history: the amazingly supernatural history of the immensely creative and productive Jewish 
people, whose existence led to the creation of Christian civilization and Muslim culture…in 
the Koran, most pages contain verses either directly stealing from the Tanakh, or ideas that 
indirectly reflect it…In the Book, HaShem says no one can look upon Him and survive, 
which makes perfect sense. One can no more look in the face of G-d than stare into the 
sun without going blind. 

And it appears the Book of Books has the power to blind those who hate Jews. The 
other day on DPP, I read some statement by the Students for Justice in Palestinian at 
Columbia that was positively unhinged in accusing Israel of racism and medical 
experiments on Balestinian children. 

Yesterday, PMW posted the ideas of a regular columnist inn the official PA daily, 
Muwaffaq Matar. “The United States killed their pawn al-Baghdadi who they planted in the 
open borderless territories of Iraq and Syria after they created the organized-state of 
barbarity, terror and racism for which they chose the name Islamic State. 

You got that? The United States, he wrote, created ISIS. This is a man paid salary 
by the Palestinian Authority created by Dr. Joseph Beilin, PhD, funded by scores of 
peoples with a record antiJew aggression. Thank you, Dr. Beilin. These Arab Muslims have 
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turned Joseph Goebbels into a moderate. This lunatic, delusional Arab Muslim Jew-hater 
says ISIS and Israel are indistinguishable. “The racism, crimes, bloodshed to terrorize 
people, emptying the land of its original owners, horrifying massacres, and subjugating the 
residents of the land to laws that are inappropriate even a world of animals all of these are 
characteristic common to the two states.” (ISIS and Israel) 

Yes, the State of Israel and the Islamic State are one and the same. And if the 
antonym of “wise” is “foolish,” then there were no greater fools in Israel than Dr. Beilin 
and his mentor, St. Simon of Oslo and Isaac the son of Nehemiah Rabin and all the fools 
who thought that with men like Arafat and Abbas, like this SJP writer, it was possible to 
go into business with them, and I think that is an apt analogy because all of them had never 
been in business. They never had to produce, create, turn a profit, just hold the politically 
correct posture within the party and you have a career. 

And in a larger dimension, it has yet to sink in, -- in the degenerating - literally - 
West, that is not having babies -- that this columnist in this PA paper is representative of 
millions of these Muslims, these Arabs who are afflicted with a plague of the mind that 
cannot tolerate guilt and spins off in self-defense with fairy tales in which the guilt belongs 
to their enemies, the Jews.  

I think this PMW post is a gem of an example of the Arab mind that responds to 
bad news by denial that is functionally, on an individual. level psychotic. I once saw a play 
in a theater in then lovely Seattle -- today I understand it is a prime specimen of the rot in 
America -- a play about a Catholic girl, a teenager who became pregnant but over the nine 
months managed to hide that. Then she gives birth by herself and drops the baby into a 
public trashcan. She is caught and denies everything. She was never pregnant, she says. She 
never had baby and could pass a lie detector test; such is the power of psychotic denial. 

And this is the same mind at work on a much larger scale played out across a culture.  
This journalist who writes for the PA newspaper has a job, has a home, has a life and for 
him being a columnist means inventing a story contradictory to the truth based on nothing 
but wishful thinking in order to defend his community from the guilt.  

Consider what Ilhan Omar did when Congress was asked to condemn antisemitism. 
She had to insist that other people beside those who hate Muslims and they too must be 
condemned -- as a distraction, as a form of inflation, like on UN Holocaust Day when the 
official statements condemn antisemitism and then a string of equally unacceptable 
attitudes. “There is nothing special about hating the Jews” is the message. 

Here is PA journalist who is light-years away from even the corrupt journalists in 
the West today who still have a sense of right and wrong. Even a corrupt New York Times 
journalist would not deny there is such a thing as right and wrong and that it is not right to 
lie about events, make things up. They understand that; these Arabs don’t. 

Arab journalism is not about informing the public of events in their society. It is 
about expressing feelings and not about facts. Five days ago, it was the 102nd anniversary 
of the misnamed Balfour Declaration and of course every year the Arabs at this time must 
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throw mud on the commemoration. An Arab journalist asked the current head of the UN 
Security Council, a Brit, Karen Pierce, to renounce the Balfour Declaration. She, a loyal 
Brit, said no. She was proud of Britain’s role in creating Israel, but then of course she just 
to speak the creed of World AntiJewry by saying that Britain also supports the Two-State 
Solution. Translation: “Yes, the Jews have a right to a state but not only them. The Ancient 
Ones must also have a state just like the Jews. The Jews are not the Chosen People with 
an exclusive claim on Balestine. The Ancient Ones are just as entitled.”  

On Shabbos, an Egyptian media outlet likewise quoted Hanan Ashrawi demanding 
that Britain not only “apologize for the Declaration but must immediately recognize a 
Balestinian state on the so-called 1967 border, and Britain should compensate the 
Balestinians for their suffering.” 

But my favorite in this week of Balfour was the statement by the Democratic Reform 
Movement of Fatah. First of all, the name itself illuminates the lunacy of these people, and 
their abysmal ignorance. The Democratic Reform Movement in Fatah is the name of the 
group, and I ask, “What do these assassins of innocent people in terrorist atrocities, these 
members in the bloodiest of Arab terror gangs, what can these barbaric savages know of 
democracy?” They demanded, “The world must submit to the principle that there is no 
peace, security and stability in this region of the world until the restoration of our people’s 
rights, the first of which is the right to independence and the building of its state with its 
capital Jerusalem” 

I find this so fascinating; it makes me smile at the purity of this splendid example of 
the Arab mind at work.  “The restoration of our people’s rights.” Restoration means 
returning to a previous state of being or existence, when never in the history of this land, 
which is the most written about patch of dry land on the planet, was there ever a people 
calling themselves “Palestinians” believing in and realizing their right to an independent 
state? He wants to restore a past that never was. 

The logic of the statement is that in the past “Palestinians” had the right to an 
independent state, when there is no record of such a people here believing in and exercising 
that right.  

It is a demand for owning something justified by a bogus history. It is a false claim. 
You’ve heard of fake news? This is fake history and its monumental dishonesty is 
compounded by the crime of intellectual property theft, more precisely spiritual property 
theft, stealing the very idea of this being the Holy Land from the Jews. This language wants 
us to believe that the “Palestinians” in the past and had longed for building a state, the 
same desire the Jews had, embodied by the Zionist movement which was a disguised, 
secular version of the ancient Jewish yearning to return to this land and make it live again. 
When in history was there ever a group of Arab Muslims believing in their right to build a 
state in this country whose capital would be Jerusalem?   

The Ancient Ones claim the very country the Jews claim is their ancient homeland 
and their capital of Jerusalem too, the very same name the Jews have had on their lips every 
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day in prayers and blessings before and after meals. Was there ever an Ancient Palestinian 
poet like Yehuda Halevy in medieval Spain lamenting “My heart is in the east, and I am in 
the west”? 

Memri.org also posted a video, a sermon by an American-born Muslim preacher in 
Chicago who likewise insisted that ISIS was a creation of the Zionists who wanted to 
weaken Muslims by disrespecting their noble ideas as having an Islamic state, the idea of 
jihad, the idea of Muslim unity. The Zionists want to associate bad things to Islam. It is the 
same maneuver that we saw after 9-11 when most Muslims believed it was Mossad whose 
purpose was to make people not like Islam. 

He showed photographs of ISIS fighters in uniforms and bearing weapons given 
them by the Israelis who trained them. 

If the West wants to survive, it must allow itself to see Islam as it really is. As 
Jewishness is unique in human history, everything Islam stands for is opposed and glorified 
by this crackpot, pilfered imitation of a religion that Winston Churchill described as “the 
most retrograde force in the world,” and this behavior of inventing fantasies about the past 
to justify horror in the present is one of its manifestations. 

 
*             * (Musical Interlude) *            * 

 
Yes, Islam is as unique in the world as Yiddishkeit, if not for the same reasons. 

Nothing compares to the saga of the Jewish people and our immortal voyage through time. 
Islam, though, has the merit of pulling billions of people out of the primeval mindset 

that was paganism, elevating those people to the concept of One G-d. 
 But otherwise, Islam has never been able to overcome and jettison the Hamitic 

character of Ham, Canaan and Ishmael; Ham whose mother was Naamah, descendant of 
the first murderer and simultaneously first fratricide, Cain. 

Islam is in our time the true, last imperialism, the last ideology of conquest. The 
Christian explorers of the 15th century and centuries beyond strove for “gold, glory and the 
gospel,’ and so too Muslims see their religion as a mission. In order to end human strife, 
the primitive mind reasons, all people must think the same way and all those who do not 
must be eliminated. The goal is noble; the end of strife. When all people belong to the 
world embracing umma, the community of Believers -- the umma, a word related to the 
international syllable associated with motherhood -- there will be no more conflict. 

And, as even the Koran says, as al-Yahud was gifted with a land, so Believers have 
been gifted by Allah of the whole world. Believers have the right and obligation to overrun 
the whole world and make everyone a Muslim. 

As I say, this is the last of the imperial ideologies. No more Communism except in 
the mind of simpletons like Bernie Sanders; no more Fascism, no more Nazism. The last 
surviving totalitarian ideology is Islam and it is on the march, which I fear the West in its 
degenerate phase does not recognize. 
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FOX-TV the other day had an interesting interview with a retired US Army colonel 
and author Douglas Macgregor who always has interesting things to say, with the original 
hypothesis that the horror in Mexico the other day -- the massacre and burning and 
slaughter of innocent babies, 7 people in a car, an American family -- is a further 
development in the reality of Mexico with the wheels coming off and degenerating into 
territory ruled by the satanic drug gangs and, he says, with the support of Iran. 

Hezballah, which is nothing but Iran in disguise, for years has had agents in 
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, now Venezuela, now Mexico, and has successfully infiltrated 
terrorists into the US in serious numbers capable of sabotage on a major scale. 9-11 was 
sabotage applauded by Iran and other jihadis in the world. 

And it would be a big mistake to not see the connection between the horrors of 
Islamic terrorists and their far gentler operatives but still committed jihadis now 
campaigning and succeeding in infiltrating America’s legal and governmental systems. 
Prime example, those three Muslim females in the US Congress, and others, I believe, in 
state legislatures and municipalities. Steve Emerson of the Investigative Project just posted 
a story about the election of a jihadi to the Fairfax, Virginia County schoolboard, home to 
George Mason University, a signer of the Declaration of Independence who is now likely 
spinning in his grave. 

This 24-year-woman is the daughter of a major jihadi leader in the States. Emerson 
calls him an Islamist, a term I refuse to use. Her name is Abrar Omeish who was at Yale 
in 2014 at the head of the Muslim Students Association where she fought to prevent a talk 
on campus by Ayaan Hirsi Ali because “she did not have the academic credentials to speak 
Islam”– and never the credential of being mutilated by Islam, of living unlike Ms. Omeish 
for years in Saudi Arabia, besides years in her native Somalia, this authoress of several 
highly intelligent and informative books that for sure Ms. Omeish will never write. 

Unfortunately, however paradoxical it may sound, the tradition of freedom of 
conscience in the West has a downside. It allows Muslims to assert equality with 
Christianity and Judaism and Buddhism and Hinduism and Jainism, none of which are 
currently engaged in forcefully, murderously trying to force their religion on everybody 
else. Nigeria is becoming a major killing ground of Christians by Muslims. Then just last 
week in Mali, not far away, Muslims killed some 50 non-Muslims because they were non-
Muslims. 

And now it is a terrifying possibility that indeed, Mexico will turn into a violent front 
on America’s southern border where Iranian-backed Mexican throwbacks to the barbaric 
and blood-thirsty Aztecs and Maya are taking over. The savagery of these Mexicans in these 
drug cartel gangs can only be compared to the monstrous tortures and mutilations of their 
pre-Columbian ancestors in Central and South America. 

And, by the way, working on old material having to do with the Barbary Period, I 
came across a letter from John Jay to Thomas Jefferson. At the moment, Jefferson was the 
US ambassador in to Paris and struggling in vain to liberate some 21 Americans in Algiers 
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who were enslaved after being hijacked, and Jay was at the moment the secretary for foreign 
affairs in the still functioning (as it were) Continental Congress who in responding to a 
Jefferson missive called the Muslims who do these things “savages.” All civilized 
Americans called them barbarians and savages. John Jay went on to become the first Chief 
Justice of the US Supreme Court. 

 Unfortunately, people in the West have lost their moral compass and can no longer 
do that.  It is politically incorrect to disrespect Islam and its practitioners. That is called 
Islamophobia, meaning, an irrational fear of Islam. Islamophobia in this sense is a cousin 
of saying ISIS was created by the Jews. It is a denial of reality. Fear of Islam is not a phobia; 
a phobia is a fear with no basis. Tell the Jews in Sderot that there is nothing wrong with 
the religion of the boys who shoot rockets into their bedrooms, do so in the name of Islam, 
and that they are Islamophobic. 

The liberal, progressive fool will say, “But they are not representative of Islam. They 
are Islamists, extremists.” 

This is more lying. If they were unrepresentative, they would publicly be rebuked by 
the highest authorities in Islam. But they never have and neither have the heads of state in 
56 Muslim countries. Because Islam as a whole is rotten to the core. 

 
*             * (Musical Interlude) *            * 

 
Yes, the menace of militant Islam, its aggression against humanity world, must not 

be underestimated. One of the historic moments in the life of Osama bin Ladin was the 
rout of the Soviets from Afghanistan after a decade of invasion in order to prop up the 
communist dictator there. For sure, the Russians in 1989 were routed thanks to American 
support of the Afghanis and other factors, but their defeat was proof that even that huge 
empire could be defeated by dedicated Muslims. And if the Russians were brought down, 
Believers believe they can destroy America, G-d forbid. 

And of no help not coincidentally are the non-observant, post-religious and 
contemptuous of religion so-called liberal and leftist Jews who just sent a letter to Israel’s 
political parties insisting that Israel never annex what these dejudaized types call by its 
antisemitic name, the “West Bank.”  

Ten of these antiJew Jew groups came together and call themselves The Progressive 
Israel Network. More verbal deceit; the Progressive Israel Network for whom Israel will 
make progress by retreating from Judea and Samaria and helping to install in the abandoned 
areas as the Muslim brotherhood. That is what happened when Israel retreated from the 
Gaza Strip and that, for sure, would be the fate of a Judea and Samaria evacuated by Israel. 

Of course, these ten groups included J Street, the New Israel Fund and others. 
Maybe you saw the other day Bernie Sanders smiling and hugging Ilhan Omar of “It’s the 
Benjamins, baby” infamy. So if you ever had any doubts that Bernie Sanders is an antiJew, 
there it is, I presume somewhere on YouTube, you can see Bernie hugging this proven, 
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shameless, stupid, criminal woman, this Muslim she-devil, and that should clinch the case 
that Bernie, despite his dishonest protestations that he can’t be antisemite because his 
father’s family was wiped out by the Nazis, this is more total dishonesty on his part.  Jewish 
history does not lack for men like him, countless cases of Jews horribly persecuted by 
Christians and Muslims who then converted to these antiJew offshoots of Jewishness. 

Also signing this letter was what JPost called a “rabbinic human rights group called 
T’ruah,” which is made up of, I believe, sexually disordered men and women who call 
themselves rabbis. The very title of The Progressive Israel Network exposes the intellectual 
corruption of these nominally Jewish people. The implication is that Jewishness evolves 
and makes progress overtime, very like Darwin’s monkeys who evolved into people over 
time, so that laws relevant thousands of years ago no longer apply. Judaism has progressed; 
its wisdom has changed and surpassed what is found the Five Books.  

Progressive Judaism is like Reform and Conservative and Reconstructionist, all of 
them appending adjectives to the concept of Jewishness, adjectives called by grammarians 
modifiers; and for sure these schematics all share the belif they have the wisdom and divine 
authority to modify what the Creator of the Universe dictated to Moses. 

What such schismatics reject for Jewishness is the concept of the classic, as in 
classical music, meaning long-lived, appealing to people from generation to generation. 
Jewishness is the invention of the Creator of Time and as such it is timeless. 

All of these progressives think they know better that Moses and the Sages and wisest 
of experts in Jewish thinking over the millennia. These leftists and liberals who appealed 
to Israeli parties not to annex the “West Bank” are the enemies of the people in Zion and 
not coincidently today’s liberals and leftists, are enemies of the Western culture they live 
in, hate and exploit. 

 
*         * (Musical Interlude) *            * 

 
 


